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WELCOME
D&I
VISION
To lead the way
for Toyota with a
culture that respects
all people and
recognizes that our
diverse backgrounds
and insights are a
resource that will
help the company
grow and become
even more successful
in the future.

In producing our sixth D&I Annual Report,
TFS is proud to highlight the Diversity and
Inclusion progress the company has made
this past year, showcasing our team members’
experiences and how they impact our
customers, dealers, suppliers, community
partners, and each other. The TFS D&I team
is excited to share how our journey continues
to unfold as we partner together to bring the
One Toyota mindset to life.

FROM OUR PRESIDENT

I

t feels like everything moves faster in today’s highly connected world. As a
finance company supporting a mobility brand, we know the importance of
trusted navigation. So while Toyota Financial Services’ (TFS) values serve as
the road map for our cultural journey, diversity and inclusion (D&I) provide the
guardrails to keep us on course.
Each year, TFS shares the stories that showcase our progress, and it is my pleasure
to welcome you to the sixth edition of the Toyota Financial Services D&I Annual
Report. We’ve learned a lot in the past decade of our D&I journey. We recognized
that when our organization is well-represented with backgrounds, perspectives
and diversity of thought, we will always be better in responding to opportunities
and solving challenges. Our ongoing work in D&I has paved the way for us to
evolve while strengthening our culture as it grows and changes.
In today’s business and social climate, we face more challenges than ever before.
We also see that a diverse and inclusive culture, when engaged properly, can help
teams make better decisions and execute faster. In fact, there is a 95 percent
correlation to successful decision-making and financial performance, according to
research by Bain and Co. The bottom line is that companies do better financially
when decision-making happens through a lens of diversity and inclusion—and
that’s good for everyone.
That’s why we strive to provide Always Better Service, not just in our actions but
also through the aspirations of the company we want to become. Akio Toyoda
has issued a company-wide challenge to all of us to “Start Your Impossible.” This
is not just a slogan or an ad campaign: it’s a call to action to make a difference
and inspire us to defy the impossible. One way TFS does this is by leveraging D&I
to continuously identify new channels to build skills, enhance resiliency, promote
inclusiveness, broaden partnership opportunities, and by using the abundance of
viewpoints needed to solve today’s complex business challenges.
Moving forward, we will continue to ignite the power of creativity and lead with
innovation as TFS accelerates business initiatives such as Drive to Five, Core
Receivables, and the Retail Transformation project.
We are excited about the future, and proud to share how we are making a
difference at TFS.

MIKE GROFF
President & CEO
Toyota Financial Services

Fostering
Connections

TFS D&I TEAM
Stephen Lewis
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Tatsumi Paredes

DIVERSITY + INCLUSION
LEADERSHIP

I

t’s my pleasure to share the latest edition of the TFS Diversity and Inclusion Annual
Report. Research confirms our belief that diverse and inclusive companies perform
better in the marketplace, increasing employee engagement, and making the workplace
more interesting by cultivating new ideas, creativity and innovation. When we are
comfortable bringing our whole selves to work, and are able to feel acceptance and foster
connections—extraordinary things can happen. Some of the accomplishments from this
past year underscore how team members are embracing that mindset. We include many
examples in this year’s report, including:
•	
Progress in Our Business Partnering Groups—BPGs are central to TFS’ diversity and
inclusion work. We hope that all of our new and existing team members will consider
connecting with one or more of the BPGs as a member or ally. It will not only enrich
your work life but will also help fuel our ability to innovate to help our business remain
competitive. Our goal this year is to have 40 percent of TFS’ workforce involved with
the BPGs.
•	 A
 dvancement in D&I Educations—As the cornerstone of our D&I commitment, TFS
is continuing its immersive D&I education with a “Cultural Competency” course for
headquarters team members and an “Unconscious Bias” course for the field sales
organization.
•	
Accelerating Leadership Developments—Last year, TFS introduced the new Driving
Great Leaders program to help build a pipeline of outcome-focused people leaders, and
the Field Leadership Development program will focus on creating a succession channel
of new team members in the field sales organization.
•	
Advocating for Supplier Diversitys—In 2017, TFS’ unique supplier mentorship program
was extended to a group of certified Women Business Enterprise owners in Texas through
partnerships with Women’s Business Council Southwest and the Plano Chamber of
Commerce.
It’s clear that the TFS foundation and culture are strong, and that D&I has become a holistic
part of our daily conversations. As we look toward 2018 and beyond, we know our values
and culture will continue to clear the path for even more success across our business, with
our partners, in our communities and for our team members.
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BUSINESS
CONNECTIONS

“This is a personal journey for
each and every team member.
The most important thing we can do
at Toyota is be open and curious, and
it starts with an environment where
people can just be themselves.”

Julia Wada
TFS Group Vice President, Strategy HR, Diversity
and Information Technology

WORKFORCE
EVOLUTION:
MILLENNIALS by 2025
will comprise 75% of the
U.S. workforce
BOOMERS RETIRING
will continue over
the next 7 years

D&I DRIVES
BUSINESS RESULTS

TOYOTA VEHICLES ARE THE

NUMBER
ONE

THE CHANGING
U.S. MARKET

VOLUME LEADER

within African American,
Hispanic, and Asian
markets

BY YEAR

2055

there will no longer
be an ethnic majority
in the U.S.

“A diverse and inclusive work
environment just makes good
business sense. It allows for
innovation and sometimes leads to
radical breakthroughs. Encouraging
team members to bring their
genuine and authentic selves to
work conveys that we celebrate all
that makes each individual unique.
When discussing a challenge or a
process change, I encourage team
members to share courageously
because leveraging different
perspectives is what will result in
positive change and, ultimately, the
best service for our customers.”

Sandra Shappee
Administrative Services Manager,
TFS Customer Service Center—Central
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There is a strong business case for D&I, with education leading
the way for change. This is a journey that will never reach
the finish line because we must always keep learning as the
marketplace, workplace and workforce change around us.

INCLUSIVE TEAMS

MILLENNIAL VEHICLE
PURCHASE TRENDS
IN 2017
TOYOTA INCREASED
SALES TO MILLENNIALS1

T

he more we connect, the stronger we becomes—as
individuals, as team members, as thought leaders and
as community influencers. This is why TFS invests in
diversity and inclusion to foster strong connections
every single day. For us, being connected is synonymous with our
future success because a culture rich in diversity and inclusion
drives better business results and cultivates the creativity and
innovation TFS needs to lead in the marketplace and be a
top employer.

Fastest growing
segment among
vehicle buyers

+7%
25-34 Years +1%
18-24 Years

53%

MAKE UP TO

87%

better business
decisions3

DELIVER

60%

better results

of millennial
car buyers
are women2

By 2020, millennials
will represent about

40%

of the U.S.
new car market

1	iHS Automotive Registrations November 2017 YTD
2	Source: “Next Generation Car Buyer Study,” AutoTrader, August, 2013
3 Clover Pop
3

ALWAYS BETTER SERVICE

D&I EDUCATION

T

o attract and retain the best and most diverse talent, TFS is strengthening
the capabilities of its workforce by continuing to offer a variety of career
and development opportunities. TFS views D&I education as a strategic and
ongoing requirement that is part of the company’s long-term formula for
qualitative and quantitative growth. As part of its D&I Education commitment, TFS
continues to explore inclusive behaviors and strengthen the cultural agility of the
workforce.

“Our D&I journey created a
foundation for smooth culture
change. It gives us a competitive
edge because people have more
context and perspective. I truly
believe our focus on diversity and
inclusiveness is not only helping
us perform at a higher standard
for customers, but also prompting
us to be creative and innovative.”

Joe Trabucco
General Manager
TFS Customer Service Center— Central

Fostering strong connections in our culture is more important than ever as we
added more than 300 new team members in our new Plano, Texas headquarters.
We believe it is crucial to provide D&I educational opportunities to help new talent
joining the organization, as well as existing team members. Our course titled “Cultural
Competency” at headquarters is helping us do just that.
“Since completing the Cultural Competency education, I’ve made a conscious effort
to be more mindful before passing judgments on situations and people,” said Xavier
Arenas, TFS Senior Accounting Analyst. “I’ve also set a personal goal to network with
groups of people who have differing views and beliefs from mine, because I want to
proactively evolve my acceptance to inclusiveness.”

A

s a company that helps millions of customers with diverse financial situations
drive the vehicle of their dreams, TFS team members deeply understand
the importance of serving the unique needs of others. We connect with
thousands of customers each day and recognize the importance of
integrating a mindset of diversity into business practices to meet their needs and
enhance their TFS experience.
Building capabilities through our core values and an inclusive culture is a key part of
developing a more agile workforce able to provide Always Better Service, be the
Partner of Choice, and challenge each individual to Start Your Impossible.
TFS’ five values are supported by our overarching mission: Always Better Service, which
is a call to action for each team member to always enhance the services we provide. It
also serves as a reminder that we must proactively take that extra step to ensure the
success of each customers’ experience.

CORE VALUES
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SPEED

PERFORMANCE

CUSTOMER FOCUS

INTEGRITY

We also continued to emphasize “Unconscious Bias”
education for the TFS field sales organization, which has
served as a natural catalyst for conversations and business
strategy discussions. We believe identifying individual
biases will help us create a more inclusive work environment
where we ask better questions, make wiser decisions,
expand awareness and are more open to change.

“Unconscious Bias Education
brings humanity into the
workplace. It allows leaders to lead
and employees to engage, from
a humanistic and encouraging
perspective instead of a
perspective of fear, intimidation
and/or misguided truths. Engaged
employees stay longer at a
company, foster innovation, and
connect in more meaningful ways
with customers and colleagues.”

Bart Bailey
TFS Unconscious Bias Education
Consultant, Cook Ross Inc.

TFS ADDED

300+
new Plano-based
Team Members

UNITY OF PURPOSE
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MARKETPLACE
CONNECTIONS

“A well balanced D&I strategy
supports a culture that fosters
customer loyalty, team member
engagement and overall company
profitability.”

John Ridgeway
TFS General Manager
Customer Service Center—East

My TFS mentors
worked with me to
improve business
flow and processes.
We’ve become
more efficient in
doing more with
fewer resources.”
Dr. Kimberly Booker
CEO | Center for Psychological Services

SUPPLIERS BENEFIT
FROM D&I ADVOCACY

2017 TFS SPEND

10.32%
Procurement spend with
certified minority and
women-owned businesses

4.7%

Spend with certified
women-owned businesses

“Having the opportunity as a small
woman-owned business to connect
with Toyota, through a one-on-one
mentorship with its senior leaders,
to innovate solutions to my business
challenges, is priceless. Who better
to model after than a company
that has set the benchmark as a
business leader.”

Kim Sissen

Get Connected!
toyotasupplierdiversity.com

T

FS is committed to expanding its diverse supplier base
and to working with women and minority suppliers
to better serve and connect in the marketplace,
whether or not they work directly with TFS. Toyota
continues to help suppliers achieve Minority Business Enterprise
(MBE) and Women Business Enterprise
(WBE) certification through its Supplier
Development program.
TFS has an unmatched level of commitment to support and
develop WBEs through its unique supplier mentorship program
introduced in 2015. For one year, selected suppliers are paired
with TFS’ senior leaders to learn how to do business with
major corporations, without a guarantee of future business.
Participants say the experience is exceptional and valuable.
In 2017, through connections with the Women’s
Business Council Southwest and the Plano
Chamber of Commerce, TFS introduced its supplier
mentorship program to five mentees in Texas.
“The mentees experienced significant tangible
benefits through operational savings and mentored
execution of growth strategies,” said Tim Yamada,
TFS Supplier Diversity Manager. “Developmental
benefits yielded personal growth in executive presence, network
connections, and leadership.”
Mentee Kimberly Booker, CEO at
Center for Psychological Services
in Plano, feels that learning how to
approach things differently was a
big take-away from her mentorship
experience. “It’s the little things
that often have a big impact on
small businesses,” said Booker. “My
TFS mentors worked with me to improve business flow and
processes. We’ve become more efficient in doing more with
fewer resources.”

Toyota Supplier Mentorship Program
President of CFJ Manufacturing,
Fort Worth, Texas
6
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CONNECTING
THROUGH MARKETING

“Sin City Classic brings us all
together, our chosen family, to
have fun and compete in the
sports we love. With sponsors
like Toyota Financial Services
embracing our community,
it brings a great deal of
recognition, allowing us to
keep coming back with more
awareness and an even stronger
sense of pride.”

Walter Smith
Sin City Classic Participant

W

hen we connect our values with the
marketplace, we pass the torch of
diverse and inclusive thinking to
influence beyond TFS. Our D&I progress
is reflected in many ways, from consumer campaigns
and social media engagement to TFS-sponsored
events, partnerships, and team member volunteerism
and community outreach.
Now in its second year, the award-winning #LoveDrives
campaign has been so successful that it has expanded
beyond a TFS D&I brand statement to an extension
of our culture in the community, as well as being used
more widely in One Toyota marketing.

TFS’ FIRST-TIME PRESENTING SPONSORSHIP

of LGBTQ adults are likely
to remain loyal to a brand
they believe to be friendly
and supportive of the
community

EVENT:

Toyota is proud to support the NGLCC 2017 National Dinner
and to ensure businesses and business opportunities are open to all.

“Toyota’s presence is becoming more significant in the LGBTQ
community, so it’s important that we’re out there showing support
through our sponsorships and partnerships,” says Justin Leach, TFS
Public Relations Manager. “And internally, we want to showcase
to team members moving here from other locations all that the
Dallas area has to offer.”
In November 2017, Toyota was recognized as a force for change
in the workplace and our community, earning a perfect score on
the 2018 Corporate Equality Index for the eleventh year in a row.
In January 2018, Toyota Financial Services was honored with a
LGBTQ Business Equality Excellence Award. In addition, Toyota was
honored with an Excellence in Community Service Award at the
2017 Dallas Pride event.

4 24

70%

Love Drives
Our commitment to diversity doesn’t stop within Toyota. Across the
Toyota family and in communities around the world, we admire and
applaud the differences that make us unique and celebrate the love
that drives us all. #LoveDrives

World’s largest
annual LGBT sporting
event = opportunity
to connect with
relatively untapped
demographic

DAYS

SPORTS

8,500
PARTICIPANTS

#LOVEDRIVES
SOCIAL REPORT

431
REACH 765,365
IMPRESSIONS 1,113,689
USERS 266
POSTS

#LOVEDRIVES
CAMPAIGN

Gained momentum
during event via
multi-channel
integration using
#LoveDrives Victories

(includes all #LoveDrives posts
Jan. 11-18, 2017)

DALLAS PRIDE FESTIVAL FAMILY PRIDE ZONE AND PARADE
PARTICIPANTS

8,000+
Parade 45,000+
Festival

TFS VOLUNTEERS +
FAMILY MEMBERS

30+ participated

Toyota-sponsored
annually since
2015 with largest
on-site activation
for consumer
engagement
at festival

MEDIA IMPRESSIONS
Pride event program

22,000
Distributed
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Dallas Voice

260,000

Unique Readers
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TEAM MEMBER
CONNECTIONS

“SuccessShare was an amazing
journey that I got to share with
executives and some of the most
remarkable women at TFS. My
sponsor taught me to be more
confident, take risks, and get
comfortable being uncomfortable.
I have grown professionally and
personally as a result of this program,
and for that I am truly thankful!”

Sabreen Dhillon
TFS Relationship Marketing National Manager

“Hiring diverse team members
makes for a more creative
work environment. Learning about
the different backgrounds, cultures
and perspectives of others is a
good thing, and provides valuable
insight that can be used in all
aspects of life and work.”

Kevonna Robinson
TFS Vendor Management Analyst
and MLE internship alumna

TALENT ACQUISITION

T

FS commits to continuous improvement by connecting
with the best and brightest team members who
innovate and share company know-how in ways that
benefit people, society, and the planet. When you
engage a diverse and inclusive workforce, a broad spectrum
of ideas and voices come together, enriching the culture and
encouraging innovation.
Our talent acquisition approach
focuses on the candidate
experience by leveraging
organizational networking
Making Life Easier
and connections, such as
through the Making Life
Easier (MLE) internship
program, as well as assisting
Graduate Management
MBAs through our Graduate
Team Member
Management Team Member
(GMTM) program. With these
programs, TFS builds connections
with universities, philanthropic organizations, businesses,
and community partners to attract, develop and retain
diverse talent.

MLE

GMTM

“Our workforce is a powerful resource.
Team members are consumers too
and we have the ability to leverage
an incredibly diverse member body
to achieve certain company initiatives
without having to stretch or use
outside resources.”

“After my MLE internship through the Boys and Girls Club, I was
eager to find a place to start my career and I found it at TFS,”
says Brittani Wynn, TFS Compliance Support Analyst. “The
workplace dynamic really resonated with me. Most fellow team
members say they ‘love their jobs’ when asked about working
at Toyota.”
Onboarding is crucial to culture-building from day one. New
team members are introduced to Toyota’s Business Partnering
Groups while D&I advocacy is reiterated often in the early
days of employment through a comprehensive orientation. An
updated new-hire portal provides helpful content to guide team
members during the early days of employment.

Philip Loveridge
TFSIC Strategic Innovation Consultant
and TAASiA Chair
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PREPARING THE NEXT
GENERATION OF LEADERS

A

s our people develop and culture evolves, TFS is mapping a path for the
future of talent. GPS (Grow Perform Succeed), TFS’ umbrella development
strategy, has multiple channels to support the growth of team members,
people leaders and executives. Each channel includes Education, Exposure
and Experience opportunities to promote well-rounded professional development.

“We recognized that to
be the best we can for our
customers, communities and
each other, we need to respect
and embrace the new ideas,
new energy and new ways
of thinking that only a truly
diverse and inclusive team
can bring.”

To encourage career development, TFS leaders provide team members with
opportunities to learn and grow through on-the-job experience and special projects.
These experiences, paired with strategically designed programs that encourage
respect, trust and collaboration, provide TFS team members with the knowledge and
know-how for increased success. In 2017, TFS introduced the following programs to
help team members grow their careers by learning new skills and building capabilities
that drive business results.

SuccessShare helps TFS fulfill its D&I vision by providing sponsorship opportunities
for high potential female managers with the goal of building sponsorship capability
in Toyota leaders. Launched in 2016, SuccessShare pairs high-performing female
managers, or sponsees, with senior leaders for experiential learning. Sponsees are
selected based on identified criteria including work performance, potential and
recommendations from senior leaders. Each sponsee is paired with a senior leader
who takes a vested, hands-on interest in championing her progress and creating
pathways to advance and grow leadership potential over 12 months.
Within one year of the SuccessShare launch, sponsees have experienced movement
within Toyota, including lateral moves, advancement and stretch assignments with
organizational-level impact. Post-initiative measurements indicate sponsees have a
more positive perception of the organization, have increased engagement and are
more likely to recommend TFS to other women. Senior leaders have an increased
awareness of top female talent and the leadership strengths of TFS’ highpotential future leaders.
Field Leadership Development Program (FLDP)
To ensure we are bringing in diverse thinking that will boost
innovation and secure a succession pipeline, TFS launched its
new Field Leadership Development Program (FLDP) in 2017. An
inaugural class of 12 participants recruited from 12 U.S. college
campuses began rotations in September 2017. They will be based
in five Dealer Sales and Service Offices (DSSO) and will complete
four 4-month rotations in Credit, Wholesale and Sales with exposure
at headquarters and in the field. To address business needs, TFS
will introduce an abridged FLDP offered as a 10-week summer
internship opportunity.

Kim Cerda
TFS Vice President, Human Resources and
Operational Excellence

Driving Great Leaders (DGL)
Launched in fall 2017, the Driving Great Leaders strategic initiative at TFS offers
resources, education and ongoing support to help leaders coach, inspire and develop
team members to grow their careers at Toyota. DGL emphasizes that strong business
results and a connected, engaged team go hand-in-hand. DGL not only benefits
leaders, but also team members by supporting them with managers and supervisors
who can help them achieve their career development goals. A new DGL education
course called Leading@TFS provides both tenured and new people leaders with skills
to better coach, develop and engage their teams.

12

SuccessShare

“We are focused on our
talent pipeline at every
level of the organization. By
reenergizing our efforts on
team member and leader
development, we are creating a
work environment that we all
want to be part of.”

Anna Barraza
TFS Organization Development
Consultant

Participants

12
12

from

U.S. colleges
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TOYOTA BUSINESS
PARTNERING GROUPS

T

oyota Financial Services has ten Business Partnering Groups (BPG) that
facilitate connections between members and allies, promote volunteerism,
support inclusion, and foster team member development. A significant
number of TFS team members are active in one or more BPGs, which is a
testament to the value BPGs provide to the workforce. Any team member may join
any BPG – in fact, it’s encouraged!

“We have to remember, our
move to Texas was not simply
a relocation. It has been a
fantastic opportunity for us to
truly build a ‘One Toyota’ that
embodies the best practices
from across the company.”

Karen Ideno
TFS Vice President of Product,
Marketing, Community Relations and
Corporate Communications,
D&I Champion and Executive Sponsor
of WIIT, NAAC and TAASiA
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Membership in a BPG can improve an individual’s work life and their contributions
to the company. Team members who are dedicated to sharing their knowledge and
experiences with others volunteer to chair the BPGs and lead group activities. There
are opportunities for increased professional development and community outreach.
BPG members regularly interact with many team members and executives across
the organization, providing exposure to new networks and a better understanding of
Toyota to advance business objectives.
“A great benefit of membership in a Toyota BPG is being able to work with people
that you would never have the opportunity to cross paths with otherwise,” said
Sophia Chang, TFS HR Manager and Co-Chair of WIIT. “My WITT co-chair is a
perfect example of the connections that can be made. We get along great, learn
from each other, and we are united in our vision.”
In welcoming all team members to One Toyota in Plano, the company hosted its
first BPG Fair in 2017. BPGs united for recruitment at the inaugural event, and as a
result, more than 400 headquarters team members from TFS and TMNA signed up
to participate in one or more BPGs.

NORTH AMERICAN
ADVISORY COUNCILS

T

o foster connections for Business Partnering Groups (BPG) following the
transition to One Toyota, two North American Advisory Councils (NAAC)
were formed. The WIIT and AAC North American Advisory Councils are
tasked with strategically aligning all BPG chapters of the same affinity
across North America, helping to bring the One Toyota vision to life. Along with
an executive sponsor, NAACs are led by TFS and TMNA team members who have
previous experience leading BPG activities. The NAACs play a critical role in
encouraging collaboration across boundaries and sharing best practices, ensuring
all BPG chapter activities are tied to three unified areas of focus – workforce,
workplace, and marketplace.
“We recognize the tremendous value that the BPGs bring to Toyota, and now more
than ever BPG members are making the connections that bridge departments
and affiliates to allow the company to operate more effectively,” said Karen Ideno,
TFS Vice President of Product, Marketing, Community Relations and Corporate
Communications. Ideno is an executive sponsor of TAASiA and the North American
Advisory Council for WIIT. “Team members who bring their perspectives and
experiences to the BPGs play an important role in influencing the business, building
relationships with customers, and helping fellow team members develop further.”
Ideno’s extensive involvement in several different BPGs, as both an ally and
advocate, is a shining example of how the future of D&I is evolving toward a better
understanding of intersectionality and the fact that everyone has many dimensions
of their true self, not just one social identity. Moving forward, TFS is ready to see
more multi-faceted groups in the workplace, where genuine alliances and multiple
levels of internal advocacy and support will emerge.
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D&I AT THE CSCs

D&I UNITES THE WORKFORCE

A

T

t TFS’ Customer Service Centers (CSC), Business Partnering Groups (BPG)
and volunteerism are important. These activities are a shining example of
how the essence of D&I is reflected in the ways people come together, have
positive influences on each other, and what happens when they connect.
These stories are being shared throughout the organization via the D&I Team’s “The
Buzz” digital newsletter.

“The difference service dogs
make in the lives of their assigned
partners really resonated with
team members,” said Jim O’Haire,
TFS National Operations Manager
at CSCE and TVA executive
sponsor. “It’s empowering to see
the collaboration and synergy
between TVA and ToyoPets,
leveraging the passion of our team
members and embracing TFS’
commitment to D&I.”

Jim O’Haire
TFS National Operations Manger
at CSCE and TVA executive sponsor
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BPGs are at the heart of connectedness throughout the company. In Baltimore, the
launch of the CSC’s third BPG provided a great example of connections in action.
Building upon TFS’ partnership with Canine Partners for Life (CPL) that included
donations and volunteerism support, the Toyota Veterans Association (TVA) found a
unique way to partner with and support the establishment of ToyoPets at the CSCE.
In recognition of our continuing support, CPL gave TFS naming rights to one of the
organization’s puppies-in-training—appropriately naming him Tundra. The future
service dog is continuing his second year of training, and in
September, the TVA celebrated Tundra’s first birthday and
his progress through the service training. With the recent
launch of ToyoPets, the two BPGs have joined forces
to support the dog and direct their passion toward a
collaborative project with a pay-it-forward outcome.
Tundra is proving to be an inspiring connection point.

FS promotes a culture where team members become
more engaged when they know that their voice is
heard and they feel encouraged to bring their
whole selves to work. For the first time, the CSC
West (CSCW) participated in the Phoenix Pride Parade
as a result of team member Renee Ernsberger taking the
initiative and asking her manager: “What would it take for
CSCW to be a part of the local Pride Parade?”
With the wheels in motion and Ernsberger in the driver’s seat,
TFS not only took part but also became a sponsor. More than
100 team members and their families and friends walked together at the parade in
solidarity. “Our participation in Phoenix Pride made my heart happy,” said Ernsberger,
an Administrator at the TFS Customer Service Center. “I want everyone to feel
comfortable being themselves. When I felt that at my work place, I began to flourish
and I am happy to come to work every day. I’m proud to work for a company that is so
aware and supportive of many aspects of D&I.”
TFS’ D&I work plays a pivotal role at the CSCs by leveraging the unique talents of
team members and empowering them to serve customers in a more relatable way.
“Historically, corporate America has subscribed to a one-size-fits-all approach, and
more recently there is a significant shift to
truly recognize and celebrate differences
both for employees and
customers,” says Maria
Brink, CSCW General
Manager. “We are utilizing
unique personalities and
experiences to serve
our customers better
and move our business
forward.” The CSCW D&I
team, made up of 15 team
members representing
different departments,
organizes monthly events
focused on education and
on spotlighting the talents of
CSCW team members and the
issues important to them.
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COMMUNITY
CONNECTIONS

“While in college, I was a volunteer
with the local Boys & Girls Club
and was recruited for the TFS MLE
internship program. Giving back is
important to me and now, as a team
member, I’m glad that my passion for
community service is mirrored by the
company I work for and affords me
the opportunity for my volunteerism
to have a greater impact.”

Stanley Boddie

Question:
What’s the number of
pre-owned Toyota and
Lexus vehicles donated to
support families affected
by natural disasters?

TFS Collections Services Representative, CSCE

Answer:

46

JOINING FORCES
IN TIME OF NEED

W

e leverage partnerships that help support our
community outreach and enable our giving and
resources to go further. Throughout the year,
TFS team members joined together to rally
volunteers, enhance communities, equip tomorrow’s leaders,
elevate education, imagine careers, revitalize our lands, and
make stewardship and service a priority.
While 2017 had many significant moments of need in the
headlines with major disasters in the U.S., the response of
individuals and the business community to help was inspiring.
When disasters strike and there is enormous need for expedited
relief, it is crucial to have a strategic plan in place to help
those affected. One Toyota has enhanced its strategy to
support disaster preparedness where possible and strengthen
relationships with first-responder organizations to connect to
relief efforts.
In response to an unprecedented year
of hurricanes and wild fires across the
In 2017
country, TFS extended its Payment
Relief Program to customers
affected by the hurricanes and wild
fires. In addition to funds donated
extensions and deferrals
by Toyota and employee-matching
were processed for our
gifts, TFS processed more than
customers affected
42,000 extensions and deferrals for
by disasters
customers in states (TX, LA, FL, & GA)
that were impacted by the 2017 natural
disasters.

42,000+

“Doing good is genuinely in the
company’s DNA. It is clear TFS is
committed to doing what is best for
the community and these efforts are
supported from the top down. As
someone new to TFS, I believe this is
unique; not all companies match this
level of commitment.”

In addition, TFS donated pre-owned Toyota and Lexus vehicles
to organizations involved in helping move people and property
during Hurricane Harvey recovery efforts. For example, 46
vehicles were donated to the Boys & Girls Clubs of America, Girl
Scouts of the USA, and St. Bernard Project in impacted areas to
support 60,000 affected children and families.

Robyn Johnston
TFS Community Relations Manager
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“I have always enjoyed
volunteering—but Toyota4Good
has pushed me to seek out
continuous opportunities to make
a difference in the community.
I’m not always able to financially
contribute to the organizations I
believe in, so offering my time and
earning a Toyota grant to benefit
an organization I’ve connected
with is something I’m extremely
thankful for.”

TEAM MEMBER ENGAGEMENT

FINANCIAL EMPOWERMENT

T

T

FS’ community outreach goes far
beyond financial contributions to
include innovative ways the company shares its resources and talents. Always
enthusiastic in their endeavors, TFS team members display their passion and
spirit of giving by organizing and participating in hundreds of volunteer events every
year. In 2017, more than 1,740 team members volunteer 28,125 hours by engaging in
social impact activities that make a meaningful difference in the communities where we
work, live and play.
In late 2016 as part of One Toyota, the company introduced an elevated charitable
donation match and volunteerism platform called Toyota4Good. Toyota matches team
member donations made to eligible nonprofits and also awards grants to nonprofits
based on the number of hours team members volunteer.
Team members are in the driver’s seat with Toyota4Good and have ownership of
where the funds are directed as they select the nonprofits
that will benefit based on
where their passions and
commitments reside.
More than $200,000
annually is donated
TFS Match of Team Member Giving
in team memberdirected giving!

$200,000+

FS assists thousands of consumers with financial decisions every year.
Strategically connecting our business expertise to our social impact makes good
business sense. This is why our Financial Empowerment initiative continues
to resonate so deeply with the team members who serve as TFS community
ambassadors across the country. Team members have connected with more than 60,000
students nationwide to teach financial concepts and build financial capability.
In July 2017, TFS was honored with the Financial Services Roundtable Corporate
Social Responsibility Leadership Award in large part because of TFS’ annual Financial
Empowerment (FE) Month initiative. Last year, 215 TFS team members from 15 offices
held 28 FE events, through which the company connected with more than 678 students.
The students came from a diverse group of TFS partner organizations, including Boys &
Girls Clubs of America (50%), Girl Scouts of the USA (25%), Junior Achievement (10%)
and local schools (15%).
TFS Financial Empowerment events deliver valuable financial lessons designed to
promote upward social mobility. One student’s reflections captured the importance of
this education opportunity: “The choices you make in your life from college path, career,
family, spending habits and credit decisions, all tie together and can make your life great
or land you into struggles.” With the ongoing help of our community partners, we can
engage even more students to have a significant impact on their financial futures.

Visit tfsinthecommunity.com to learn more about TFS’ Financial Empowerment Initiative
and community outreach.

Annually

Jen Betts-Williams

65%

TFS Sales Planning Project Analyst

TFS offices hosted
financial workshops for
community

Number of Team
Members Volunteered

In 2017

1,740
28,195

Investments in Finance Park,
BizTown and Virtual Finance
Park reached

53,000+
Students

Driving My Financial
Future National Partnership
with Girl Scouts supporting
financial empowerment
opportunity for

28,610
Girls grades 4 —12

Volunteer Hours
by Team Members
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OUR SOCIAL IMPACT
2017 COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Team member contributions in the community:

“Visionary companies today
recognize that embracing diversity
and inclusion is not simply the
right thing to do, it’s the smart
thing to do.”

Alexis Herman
Toyota Diversity Board Chair and
Former United States Secretary of Labor

50%

OF TEAM
MEMBERS

28,195

VOLUNTEERED

HOURS

242,500

$

Raised more than

200,000

$

Dollars for Doers Grants

AWARDED

in charitable contributions through

FINANCIAL EMPOWERMENT

28,610 Girls

were empowered through
Driving My Financial Future
and the
Girl Scout National Partnership

65%

Junior Achievement Investments

reached over

53,000

of TFS offices hosted financial
workshops for the community

STUDENTS

YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
Team Members volunteered

3,325 HOURS
with the local
Boys & Girls Clubs of America

Youth of the Year program
supported leadership development

FOR MORE THAN

100,000
youth, ages 10-18

$1 MILLION
in academic scholarships
awarded to

100 STUDENTS
in under-served communities

Toyota Business Partnering Groups (BPG):

Diversity Partnering Groups: African American Collaborative (AAC) | Spectrum | ToyotAbility | Toyota Asian American
Society in Alliance (TAASiA) | Toyota’s Organization for the Development of Latinos (TODOS) |
Toyota Veterans Association (TVA) | Women Influencing and Impacting Toyota (WIIT) | Young Professionals
Engagement Partnering Groups: Toyota Environmental Resources for Responsible Actions (TERRA) | ToyoPets

